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Call of the Wild
What is it about the outdoors that draws us
from the comfort of our homes and into the unpredictable wilderness? I think for most hunters
and anglers it’s less about the escape from the
everyday than it is the reconnection with nature—that ancient bond man has always held
with the world around him.
We build Lowe Fish Boats for the rugged outdoorsman: the hunter who wakes before the
sun rises on a frosty morning and uses his boat
to ambush prize turkey; the multi-species angler who loads his boat to the gills with a bevy
of fishing equipment and tackle; the father
passing down a love of the wilderness to his
son like a family heirloom.
Our owners cherish the outdoors, yes, but
when it comes to their boats, they demand superior quality, dependability, versatility and
value. With a wide selection of performancetuned Mod-V Series boats, hardy Roughneck
Series jons, and sensible Anglers and Riveted
Jons, Lowe builds fishing, hunting and utility
boats that have time and again exceeded the expectations of seasoned outdoorsmen. As evidenced by our 19 Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) Awards—more than any other aluminum
boat manufacturer—there are few boaters happier than Lowe owners.
This premier issue of Lowe Fish Boats magazine and catalog tells the stories of some of our
proud owners and takes an in-depth look at our exciting 2012 model offerings. Learn the tricks
of the multi-species fishing trade with Sid Coombs, a hard-core angler if you’ll ever meet one
(page 6). Find out why the tenacious Stinger HP is Lowe’s apex bass predator (page 8). Read
about Angus, a spirited black Labrador passionate about duck hunting aboard a Lowe Frontier
(page 12). And don’t forget to check out the full Mod-V, Roughneck, Angler and Riveted Jon
lineup in the catalog section. I’m confident you’ll find our selection not only comprehensive
and of superior quality, but also easy on the eyes.
From our home in the heart of the Ozarks, we at Lowe understand the needs and the passions
of real outdoorsmen, because many of us behind the scenes here are hunters and anglers ourselves. Current owners, enjoy the stories and be sure to check out all of the exciting new things
we’re bringing to the table in 2012. Soon-to-be Lowe owners, consider this an open invitation
to join us as we take in the great wild world around us.
See you on the water,

Huw Bower
President, Lowe Boats
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Shown: The Stinger 175
multi-species Mod-V.

CUSTOMERFIRST
Flip to the
catalog section to
learn more about
Lowe’s exciting
2012 lineup.

For the 19th time in its illustrious history, Lowe Boats has been honored with a Customer
Satisfaction Index (CSI) Award for excellence in customer satisfaction. The annual NMMA
award recognizes boatbuilders who achieve 90 percent customer satisfaction or better
through independent surveys. No other aluminum boat manufacturer has received more
CSI Awards than Lowe. Here’s to continuing to build meaningful customer bonds in 2012!
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Coverage Built for

OUTDOORSMEN
Your Lowe boat was engineered with all the right fishing
features, as well as the dependability to withstand the
rigors you put it through. Your boat insurance should be
engineered much the same. Boater’s Choice is a comprehensive marine insurance provider specializing in custom
policies for individuals. Here, Boater’s Choice answers
your most common angler coverage questions:

Q: What about coverage for my fishing rods and tackle?
A: With Boater’s Choice, coverage for rods, reels and tackle is
automatically included in the dollar amount with the basic policy,
with higher limits available as required.
Q: Is my trailer covered for any body of water I fish
or for any distance of travel?
A: The Boater’s Choice policy covers your boat and trailer during
towing to anywhere in the continental United States and will provide special coverage for towing in Canada. Contact a customer
service professional at Boater’s Choice to learn more about trailering coverage.
Visit boaterschoiceinsurance.com or call (800) 768-2121.

STAY IN CHARGE
The serious angler relies on serious equipment, and serious
equipment demands reliable power. The DieHard Portable Power 1150 unit
adds all-around convenience and safety during extended outings. With
the ability to recharge digital fishfinders, GPS equipment
and cell phones, the 1150 keeps anglers connected in
even the most remote locations. Say you left your tow
vehicle’s lights on back at the dock; the 1150
makes a perfect jump-starter. Have any inflatable
devices on your boat? The 1150 features an
emergency light and an inflator, just in case.
After all, the sun will eventually die,
but your battery should not. Learn
more at www.DieHard.com.

Fire &Water
For the rugged angler who demands dependability without
sacrificing top-end performance,
Mercury’s new Spitfire propeller
shreds the competition. Conventional wisdom holds that
three-blade props generate
more speed while four-blade
props provide better acceleration and holding. Spitfire
combines both with the most revolutionary aluminum propeller design available. With a smaller diameter than most
3-blade props, Spitfire’s acceleration packs a punch, and four
straight trailing edge blades with aggressive cupping allow
it to “grab” the water, preventing blowouts on sharp turns.
Available in three sizes for Mercury outboards ranging from
25-hp to 125-hp, the Spitfire prop takes your game to the
next level. Visit mercurymarine.com, and prepare to fire up.
3
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story by Jus tin Saper photos by Lance Ramsey

If there were ever a fishing boat to debunk the myth that
superior performance, advanced construction and extreme fishability
must cost a fortune, that boat has arrived.
Lowe’s Skorpion™ Mod-V Bass fishing boat really stuns. Combining
innovative hull design and unmatched stability with that classic Lowe
quality, Skorpion truly delivers the best value in bass. The boat features
a slew of tournament-class components. A 42-inch MotorGuide®
trolling motor comes standard for optimal power and performance.
Portside rod holders and thoughtfully placed storage compartments

Fierce Value
for serious bang-for-your-buck bass fishing, look no
further than lowe’s hardcore skorpion package. skorpion
delivers premium quality that won’t put you in a pinch

accommodate all your gear, while a 44-inch, 23-gallon livewell enables
this rig to handle the largest catches on the water. All-welded, 5052 H34 aluminum construction with bonded PowerGrid™ substructures
means it can take a pounding without missing a beat.
But the Skorpion’s signature element is Lowe’s exclusive ProTrac™
variable deadrise V-hull, which maintains smooth running capability
while improving stability at rest. And thanks to a wider boat, anglers
have more space to move around when casting a line. Herb Skyles,
general manager at H20 Sportz & Marine in Arkansas, says this is one
of the hallmarks of Lowe design. “The number-one thing is stability
on the water,” Herb says. “That’s what impresses most people. Once
they take it out they’re like, ‘Wow.’” Adding to the “wow” factor is a
surprising level of class and comfort. Two deluxe vinyl pedestal seats
maximize ease and relaxation, while a rugged, rotomolded helm console with windshield and soft-grip wheel create an upscale feel
uncommon in most fishing boats.
But beyond its completeness, what truly underscores Skorpion’s
value as a bass-fishing package is craftsmanship and construction.
Skorpion is built completely wood-free. This enhances strength and
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durability in high-performance applications, and the
lighter weight of aluminum decks and floors provides for
greater manageability all around. “All-aluminum decking
is a huge advantage for the longevity of the boat,” Herb
says. “There isn’t a splinter of wood in it so you don’t have
to worry about wearing or warping. I think that delivers
value to the customer in terms of upkeep.”
And Herb knows a thing or two about value. At Lowe’s
annual dealer meeting in September he received the
President’s Award for Outstanding Growth and Commitment to the Brand.
Skorpion was designed with functionality in mind.
A good example of this: improved visibility. Where
other fishing models have decks that are level with the
rest of the boat, Skorpion features a raised bow for a
clearer, more elevated view of the water. “You want to
be able to see the fish baiting themselves,” Herb says.
The modified-V hull adds versatility, too. It allows for
access to shallow backwaters and remote fishing holes,

/////////////////////////
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Reel Success
A large part of what makes largemouth bass the most
popular game fish in the U.S. is their aggressive nature and
propensity for attacking bait with great force. Follow this
guide for choosing the optimal bait or lure for your specific
conditions and you’ll be angling like a seasoned pro.

+

Ribbon Tails / These emulate the movement of live
worms with near-perfect precision, leaving bass unable
to resist.
Super Frog / These life-like soft lures are designed to
be cast long distances. They are great around vegetation
without getting tangled, and attract bass with bright, enticing colors.
Spinnerbait / Often called the “most versatile lure,”
spinnerbaits are effective in low-light and off-color
water conditions.
Mini Crankbait / Elaborate detail, reflective eyes and
lifelike wiggle. These tiny lures are sure to tempt even
the most discerning bass. Cast away.

With a streamlined profile, huge bow and aft
casting decks, and heavy-duty pedestal seats, the
Skorpion helps you strike bass with abandon.

giving you an advantage over other anglers with deeper-hulled
boats. “The Skorpion can handle the big water, but you can
also take it into smaller and medium-sized waters, as well,”
Herb says.
As for receiving the President’s Award, Herb says that’s more
gratifying than anything sales figures could reflect. “It means that
I’m taking care of the customers who purchase these boats.” And,
he adds, high sales figures mean little if a customer has to bring a
boat back. “These Lowes go out the door and they don’t come
back.” Herb says. “That’s a strong reflection on the brand’s quality and durability.”
5
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techniques
story by Jus tin Saper

Ask veteran fisherman Sid Coombs about the multispecies game and he will tell you one thing is for sure: It’s all about
versatility. Different waters are home to different species, and different species behave, well, differently. An effective strategy for catching
deep-water fish like lake trout and striper may be totally useless for
luring bass in shallow backwaters. In either scenario, success requires
a vessel that’s as diverse and adaptable as the species it pursues.

Multi-specialist
lowe’s multi-species fishing lineup has every angle—and
angler—covered, thanks to its feature-loaded stingers
and high-value strykers

Lowe’s multi-species boats, part of the company’s Mod-V series, deliver premium performance, complete fishability and advanced
construction, all with the exceptional standards of quality you’ve come
to expect from the brand. The Stinger—Lowe’s crown multi-species
model—is a boat for the angler’s angler. For those looking to maximize
value without sacrificing fishability, Stryker—Stinger’s sister vessel—
delivers many of the same features at an even more affordable price.
Lowe’s engineers, many of whom are passionate multi-species anglers themselves, designed the Stingers and Strykers with a modified-V
hull, for enhanced stability, and an ultra-wide casting deck in the bow.
“Let’s say I’m on the trolling motor up front, but my buddy wants to
come up,” says Sid, who owns a Stinger 175. “There’s more room in
front for both of us to work.”
Sid has fished his entire life. Originally from Missouri, he’s traveled
to some of the most sought-out waters in the U.S. Decades of experience have taught Sid to optimize his tactics according to the specific
species and location at hand. Drift fishing with crankbait and heavier
minnows is effective when fishing deeper waters, Sid says, whereas
casting and retrieving with jigs and worms tends to yield more success
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in shallower waters like the bayous of Louisiana. And Sid
says the agility and low profile of the mod-V hull allow
him to take the Stinger 175 just about anywhere. “It has a
shallow draft,” Sid says. “I can take that boat into 8 inches
of water.”
Lowe’s multi-species models come with a host of tournament-class features, including a MotorGuide® trolling
motor, Lowrance® fishfinder, aerated livewells and plentiful in-deck storage from bow to stern. Among Sid’s
favorite features on his Stinger—and which make it truly
ideal for multi-species pursuits—are separate 44-inchlong, 23-gallon livewells. “Let’s say I’m in Louisiana
fishing for redfish but I find flounder,” Sid says. “I can
separate my catch. You’re not crowding the fish, which
makes it easier to keep them alive.”
Before purchasing his Stinger 175, Sid took his time and
did his homework. He looked at many used boats, he says,
weighing price against durability. “This was a two-year
process for me,” he says. “When Lowe came out with their

/////////////////////////

Lowe’s Stingers and Strykers enable anglers
to pursue a wide range of species—including
bass, crappie, walleye, perch and salmon.

multi-species models, I liked them. I’ve fished from many different boats before. But I prefer Lowe for the cost and the value.”
The resiliency of solid, all-aluminum construction is something
he’s come to appreciate most about the Stinger. “I’ve hit trees that
I thought would’ve torn the hull out of a fiberglass boat,” Sid says.
“I’ve hit pipelines in the bayous, rocks in Missouri, trees in
Louisiana. And sure, it’s gotten nicks and scratches, but I haven’t
sustained a leak yet. It’s solid.”
And for anglers like Sid, it has to be. He’s put 29,000 miles on
his trailer since purchasing the 175, he says. After he installed a
fishfinder on the boat during the first year, it logged 895 hours
over nine months. “I fish with guys who have $40,000 boats, but
I would say that, easily, we take my 175 out 75 percent of the time.”
So what’s left for a guy who’s fished all over the country? Sid
says he hopes at some point to take his Stinger to Brazil in pursuit of peacock bass. That may require just a few more miles on
the trailer.
7
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The
Need
for
Speed

Lowe unveils the all-new Stinger HP,
a sleek, performance-optimized runner
that’ll send prize bass scrambling for cover

The black mamba, widely considered the world’s
deadliest snake, strikes with lightning speed and
alarming lethality—its venom can take down a
grown elephant. It’s the fastest snake on Earth,
too, capable of outpacing the average human
at full sprint. The mamba is both feared and
revered in its native Africa for these fierce capabilities, making it a notorious figure in local
folklore. The name alone conjures images of
a sleek, dark, blisteringly quick and wickedly
effective predator—giving the black mamba a
near-mythical reputation.

People may soon describe Lowe’s new Stinger HP in a similar
fashion. Lowe built the ferocious new Mod-V Series bass boat for
one thing and one thing only: performance.
“It stands out from the rest of the Stingers,” says Tony Johns, a
Lowe Boats engineer. “It’s got a sportier look, more aggressive
from the outside, and it rides extremely well. It planes out quickly
and is very stable.”
The Stinger HP gains a leg up on the competition thanks to its
unique pad hull design. Instead of the traditional modified-V hull,
which features a center stem and strakes that run the length of
the boat, the Stinger HP features a “step pad” hull design inspired
by high-performance, tournament-class fiberglass boats. The
smooth bottom reduces drag and provides blastoff-fast holeshots
and impressive lift. “It gets up on plane very quickly,” says Greg
Patterson, a Lowe engineer and the chief designer for the Stinger
HPs. “You get more performance, the way the hull is designed.

story by Nick Weldon photos by Lance Ramsey

“
The boat jumps up on that center pad, lifts most of the hull out of
the water, and you just get up and run. It goes back to speed; the
serious bass fisherman likes speed and higher horsepower. The
difference can be about 10 to 15 mph more than other mod-Vs with
comparable motors.”
“It’s like the difference between driving a factory Corvette and
a NASCAR stock car,” Tony says. “It’s a high-performance, go-fast
boat for guys who are serious fishermen.”
Anglers can harness the might of the Stinger HP in either a 17or 18-foot version, with standard Mercury power. The 17 HP is
rated for up to a 90-hp outboard, while the 18 HP can handle up
to 115 stampeding horses. But, Greg notes, Lowe has packed more
than just rocket-like thrust into the Stinger HP. “It’s laid out for
bass fishing,” Greg says. “There’s a standard depthfinder and a
standard trolling motor. There’s a cooler box where some other
boats don’t usually have one. It’s got a forward baitwell where others don’t. And bass fishermen will really like the higher front deck,
as well.”
The Stinger HP manages to offer a mind-boggling amount of
storage space while still maintaining its slender profile and open
deck layout. Quick and handy storage lies beneath the driver and
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“It’s a highperformance,
go-fast boat
for guys who are
serious fishermen.”

passenger seats. A massive in-floor lockable storage compartment
swallows rods up to 7 feet in length (the 18 HP provides a second
bow rod locker), dual rear deck storage boxes serve as tackle organizers, and bow and aft aerated livewells lend versatility for
anglers who like to switch up positions. To that end, Lowe also includes two standard pedestal fishing seats with three seat bases
on both models.
Like the black mamba, with its trademark zigzag slither, there’s
no mistaking the streamlined, dashing Stinger HP out on the
water. An updated black acrylic console with tinted windshield,
silver instrumentation and chrome bezel gauges lends the driver
a take-no-prisoners edge. And with five hull color options—black,
silver, red, white and blue—accented by a new revved-up graphics package, there’s no lack of sizzle to go with the Stinger HP’s
hearty steak. “It’s a sleeker, cleaner-running boat,” Greg says. “It’s
a little more modern with the graphics package, a little sexier.”
“People out there who really want to customize the boat or
match it up with their vehicle can do that,” Tony adds. “Most of the
trucks out here are black, white, red or charcoal gray. We’re trying
to stay in the realm of the automotive colors so you can match it
up with your tow vehicle.”
A galvanized bunk trailer with swing tongue comes standard
with both Stinger HP boats, for easy hitching to said tow vehicle.
The sleek black trailer features sturdy metal fenders, disc brakes,
roller guides, a spare tire and a dealer-installed transom saver.
When you’ve worn yourself out hauling in prize bass all day, the
Stinger HP’s ease of retrieval (and launching) will prove its value
again and again.
Convenience and comfort certainly abound on the Stinger HP,
but don’t get it confused—this isn’t your grandpa’s fishing boat.
Lowe specially engineered the Stinger HP for one primary reason: to give the die-hard angler a formidable, venomous, bona fide
bass-fishing machine. Tony sums up the potent Stinger HP with an
appropriately swift assessment. “For the aggressive driver,” he
says, “the Stinger HP is ideal.”
Lowe’s apex predator has been unleashed. Put the bass on alert.

(Clockwise, from opposite page)
A large bow casting deck with premium pedestal fishing seat
gives anglers of all ages an edge; the Stinger HP is eminently
towable and has several color options to help match it with your
tow vehicle; the Stinger HP’s pad hull enables blurring top-end
speeds; hefty bass don’t stand a chance.

Angus lives for early-morning outings on the lakes near his home in
Missouri. In addition to duck hunts, the loyal black Lab accompanies
Lance Ramsey on pheasant hunting trips in western Kansas.

DOG’S

Best

FRIEND
Story by Nick Weldon Photos by Lance Ramsey

THERE’S NO BIGGER RUSH FOR
ANGUS, A 3-YEAR-OLD LABRADOR
RETRIEVER, THAN LAUNCHING OFF
A LOWE FRONTIER TO HUNT DOWN
A FELLED DUCK

T

The night is still.

Nary a cricket or bullfrog or owl dares disturb the silence. The lone light in this predawn
hour emanates from the moon, a pale glow that twinkles in the dew across the grassy yard
like a thousand tiny crystals. Otherwise, the scene is shrouded in darkness.

it too early,” Lance says. “They can
Suddenly, there’s a stir from inside
be like children—timid, not sure of
the house, and the kitchen light
things. But Angus was a natural. He
is flipped on. Outside, an anxious
loves the water and took right to it.
whine pierces the air, followed by
He’s been doing water retrieves
an eager padding of paws across the
since he was 3 or 4 months old.”
wet grass and then a rattle against
With the faint glimmer of first
the fence. Angus, his glistening
light creeping up beyond the horiblack fur lit silver by the moonlight,
zon, the crew settles in. Ted mans
leaps at the fence when he sees his
the Frontier’s tiller. Angus perches
master step out wearing camouright at the bow, nose pointed
flage. The hunt is on.
toward the lake’s Niangua Arm, a
“He definitely gets excited if
fertile duck-hunting branch of the
he sees a shotgun,” Lance Ramsey,
serpentine body of water. Known
Angus’ owner, says with a laugh.
colloquially as the “Magic Dragon”
“When the lights come on at 3:30 in
for its shape, the Lake of the Ozarks
the morning, he knows something
winds through central Missouri
is up. And when I step out in a camo
Missouri’s duck hunting season runs from November to December,
for 92 miles, covering 54,000 acres.
shirt, I see his demeanor change.
during the waterfowl’s annual migration. This brief window is the most
The lake draws thousands of family
Labradors are bred for hunting—it’s
wonderful time of the year for Lance and Angus, who chase game
vacationers and outdoorsmen
what they love.”
aboard their Lowe Frontier.
throughout the year with its rolling
A nudge in the right direction
doesn’t hurt, either. Lance, a passionate hunter himself, has hills, dramatic cliffs and abundant wildlife. Lance hunts a variety
trained Angus since he was a pup to retrieve a range of game, in- of game here, including deer and turkey, but he admits nothing
cluding dove, quail, pheasant and, especially, duck. “A lot of guys tops hunting waterfowl with Angus out on the boat. “I may duck
choose to send their dog off to school, and they get back a dog that hunt a dozen times a year if I’m lucky,” Lance says. “That’s what
knows commands and has gone through obedience training and I get out to do the most of. I really enjoy that.”
As the sunrise splashes orange and red across the high white
retriever training,” Lance says. “I’ve always chosen to train them
myself. I enjoy that part of it. You develop a relationship with the bluffs that flank the lake, Ted steers the Frontier into a shallow
cove. He kills the throttle and lets the boat drift head-on into a
dog through that process.”
That bond is evident on today’s early-morning outing. Angus, pebbly beach, where its hull grinds to a stop with an audible
now 3 years old, sits patiently as Lance and friend Ted Schlipp crunch. Duck hunting, Lance points out, isn’t easy on a boat. “The
prepare to launch a Lowe Frontier 1860 jon boat onto Missouri’s things we put boats and all our equipment through,” he says, “most
Lake of the Ozarks. But as soon as the three load into the boat, people might call it crazy.”
“You’re usually out on the water during the worst time of year,”
Angus hops up on Lance, lapping affectionately at his face. Angus
loves this part. “Once you get the basic retrieval skills going, then he continues. “You’re constantly in shallow water, where the
you start introducing a dog to the water, but you don’t want to do ducks like to go. You run over stobs and stumps and you pull the
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(Top left) Lance’s other hunting buddy, Ted, uses a duck call to lure in
the birds, while Angus stands at the ready. (Bottom right) Lance and
Angus often hunt from the cover of camouflage boat blinds that Lance
custom-fits to his Lowe Frontier. To see more of Lance’s custom
waterfowl blinds, visit bustemboatblinds.com.

“I think most of
your hunters will
say the same thing.
They enjoy watching
the dogs work.”
boat up into brush to hide it. You bust ice with the boat. I’ve gone
through ice 2 inches thick—something you can almost walk on—
and we were driving a boat through it. The ruggedness and the
toughness of the boat is critical.” He adds that, though it doesn’t
happen often, some hunters fall victim to the elements because
their boat swamps, exposing them to the freezing water.
Lance owns and regularly hunts with a Lowe Frontier 1648 jon;
he’s testing out the 18-footer today. “A tough aluminum jon is really the only way to go,” he says. “The ability to be mobile, go where
you see the ducks and get to areas inaccessible by land is huge. I
cover my boat with a blind that has a hard shell. It’s a mobile blind,
and I do 90 percent of the hunting out of the boat itself.” He adds
that his Lowe Frontier’s wide platform, flat bottom and square nose
make it very stable, such that three men can stand up in it and hunt
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without it listing. The wide, open tiller layout of his boat allows
him to load it up with men, dogs, guns, a heater and as many as six
dozen decoys. “Yeah,” Lance says, “you need a lot of space.”
As for Angus, a raised forward platform on Lance’s 16-footer as
well as the 1860 they’re on today provides him a perfect launching point. Typically, he’ll hide behind the boat’s camouflage blind,
nose poking out the front, attentively scanning the water’s surface
for fallen ducks. Lance demonstrates, tossing a retrieval bumper
out into the cove and giving Angus the retrieve command. With
the grace of an Olympic athlete, Angus coils his sinewy hind legs
and launches himself from the bow of the boat, boldly crashing
into the water below. Today is a late-spring practice run, as duck
season won’t kick off until November, but you wouldn’t know it
by Angus’ gleeful determination.
Lance smiles like a proud papa as he watches Angus tenaciously
paddle back to him, retrieval bumper clenched in his jaws. The
sun has begun its race to midday, and Angus’ rich, obsidian coat
shimmers in the growing light. “It wouldn’t be the same if I didn’t have a dog to hunt with,” Lance admits. “I think most of your
hunters will say the same thing. They enjoy watching the dogs
work. And it’s a huge reward knowing I’ve trained him; I get more
satisfaction in that. Watching Angus do his thing is a big part of my
love and passion for hunting.”
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A Passion for the Outdoors

he high-pitch scream of a line as a bass takes the
bait. The predawn mist lingering above the water’s
surface. The thump of the rifle against your chest as
you fi e into the still air. The fresh smell of the forest
that permeates the entire lake. The taste of crisp pan-fried fis
cooked at water’s edge.
These are the rewards of the outdoor life, the subtle sensations
that connect the hunter and the fisherman with the wilderness
that captivates him. These are the reasons you do this. And they’re
the driving force behind everything we do at Lowe. We build fis ing boats that dissolve the barriers between you and nature. On a
Lowe Fish Boat—whether it’s one of our performance-optimized
Mod-Vs, rugged-and-ready Roughnecks, or eminently functional
Anglers and Riveted Jons—you can depart from the workaday
world and enter the realm of the wild.

Our Mod-V lineup ofers a combination of performance, quality
and reliability that you won’t find a ywhere else. From our versatile Stingers to our dynamic new Stinger HPs, to the unbeatable
value of our Skorpion and Stryker models, there’s a Lowe Mod-V
perfect for any pursuit and budget. For the hardcore hunter and
fisherman, our rugged hybrid Roughnecks provide the perfect
platform. Our Sportsman and Frontier Roughneck lines ofer a
wide range of choices in layouts, camouflag , consoles and storage, allowing you to choose a highly personalized setup. And for
dirty jobs and casual backwater casting, look no further than our
robust Angler and Riveted Jon models.
At Lowe, we respect the sacred, millennia-old bond that man
shares with nature. Whatever your pursuit—be it bass, walleye,
duck or deer—you can count on a Lowe Fish Boat to be up to the
task. Go outdoors with Lowe—it’s a freedom like no other.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE SPOKEN

It’s with the utmost confiden e in our construction stand ard s—bolstered by the hard -earned
ad miration of our ind ustry peers—that we back
every Lowe Mod -V, Roughneck, Angler and
Riveted Jon mod el that leaves our prod uction
facility with a Lifetime Limited Warranty.

For the 19th time in its history, Lowe Boats has been
honored with a National Marine Manufacturers Asso ciation Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) Award—the
most respected measure of customer satisfaction
in the ind ustry. No aluminum boat manufacturer has
received as many CSI Awards as Lowe.

Construction
| Lowe Fish Boats 2012 |

In the Heart of America

T

his is where every Lowe Fish Boat begins its journey—in our cutting-edge
production facility in Lebanon, Missouri. Here, expert local craftsmen apply
time-honored boatbuilding principles to state-of-the-art modern techniques
and processes.
Our Mod-V and Roughneck models are constructed using exacting CAD engineering
systems and a sophisticated SuperLock™ method that precisely binds hulls, bulkheads,
stringers, ribs, decks, transoms and gunnels together in a truly integrated, interlocked
system that will hold up against years and years of heavy use. Our Mod-V boats feature an
exclusive ProTrac™ hull running surface with a shallower V, and extruded running strakes
that together ensure stable fishing, quick holeshots and blistering top-end speeds. And
our rugged, all-welded Roughnecks boast proprietary VorTrac™ V-hulls that create a
smooth, dry ride with remarkable stability.
These qualities give Lowe owners an overwhelming advantage. Lowe Boats is the irst
full-line aluminum boat company to receive ISO Certific tion from the International Organization for Standardization for its approach to process improvement, product quality and
customer satisfaction. It should come as no surprise, then, that a Lowe retains incredible
resale value. You simply won’t find a b tter-made boat on the water.

(2

Lowe Lineup 2012
| Mod-V, Roughneck, Angler, Riveted Jon |

<
<
<

Mod-V Series

4

Whether you’re a die-hard weekend warrior or someone who enjoys memorable fishin
outings with the family, there’s a Lowe Mod-V for you. Lowe’s comprehensive selection of
bass and multi-species Mod-V fishing boats ofers something for every fisherman—high
performance Stinger HPs, versatile multi-species Stingers, value bass-wrangling Skorpions
and small-budget, big-results multi-species Strykers. Emphasizing performance, quality,
customizability, durability and easy trailering, Lowe’s Mod-Vs deliver the best fishin
experience on the water.

Roughneck Series

18

For the true-blue outdoorsman, a Lowe Roughneck is the ideal companion. Specially
built for hybrid hunting and fishing applications, Lowe’s totally redesigned Roughneck
jons pack in an arsenal of hard-core equipment, are easy to trailer and feature heavyduty, oversized components for all-weather pursuits. Choose from a wide selection of
tough-as-nails, all-welded Frontier™ Jons and ultra-spacious, hunt-ready Sportsmans.
Customize your Roughneck to fit your specific needs, with options up and down the
line, including console configurations, outboard packages, trolling motors, fishing
electronics, camo paints, pedestal seats and much more. Chase down your game of
choice in a Lowe Roughneck.

Angler & Riveted Jon

36

These boats don’t mind getting their hands dirty. For high-quality, high-value, rugged utility, you won’t find a better craft for the task than a Lowe Angler or Riveted Jon. Anglers
ofer tremendous bang for your buck, with deluxe carpeted interiors and comfortable
pedestal seats, not to mention peerless all-welded craftsmanship backed by a Lifetime
Limited Warranty. Riveted Jons battle the elements with 5052-H34 aluminum alloy and
durable acrylic olive drab paint. Beat ’em up, and they’ll keep ticking, thanks to hardy
formed-in keels and spray rails, extruded and coined aluminum ribs, and formed transom
corner caps. Get the job done with a Lowe Angler or Riveted Jon.

www.loweboats.com
To learn more about Lowe’s cutting-edge boatbuilding processes, visit www.loweboats.com/why-lowe.
Check out Lowe’s entire award-winning lineup of pontoons, Deck Boats, Mod-V fishing boats, Deep-V
fishing bo ts, Roughneck jons, Angler utility boats and Riveted Jons at the Lowe Boats website.

Mod-V Series
| LOWE FISH BOATS 2012 |

STINGER HP P.6 | STINGER P.8 | STRYKER P.12 | SKORPION P.16

Stinger 18 HP

Boats shown may include optional features.

Stinger HP
| MOD-V |
The bass have met their match with the sleek
and aggressive Stinger HP. A performanceoptimized pad hull delivers blistering
holeshots and top-end speed. Tournamentclass fishing eatures include a trolling motor,
optional dual fis finde s, a full gauge array,
a custom-fit bunk t ailer and your choice of
scintillating Mercury® outboard power. Step
your game up with the Stinger HP.

(6

Movable, folding pedestal seat with durable vinyl

Dual rod lockers for rods up to 7 feet

Stinger HP

Stinger 18 HP | Stinger 17 HP

| MOD-V |

1

Stinger 17 HP

Specifications

2

1 Stinger 18 HP
2 Stinger 17 HP

Stinger HP

17 HP

18 HP

Length

17’ 2”

18’ 2”

Beam

85”

85”

Bottom Width

60”

60”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

990 lb

1,060 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,200 lb

1,340 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

4 (600 lb)

4 (600 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

90 hp

115 hp

Fuel Capacity

19 gal

19 gal

Standard Features

Note: Overhead model layouts show boats with open

High-performance pad hull / Step cooler / 2 pedestal fishing seats / Built-in fuel tank /

under-seat storage compartments.

Trolling motor / Fishfinder / 2 aerated livewells / Lockable rod locker (2 on 18 HP)

30-gallon aft aerated livewell

Comfortable, hardy three-person console seating

Deluxe, chrome-accented steering wheel

ST 195

Boats shown may include optional features.

ST 195
| MOD-V |
If your game of preference is whatever is
biting, no boat beats a Lowe multi-species
ST 195. The ST 195 gives you jaw-dropping
angling real estate, with an 85-inch deck
that’s 50 percent wider than the leading
competitor. Load everything you need with
11.75 cubic feet of storage. Innovative standard features and numerous options assure
an incredibly versatile fishing xperience.

(8

One of two 44-inch, 23-gallon aerated livewells

Deluxe Telefl x® instrumentation

ST 195

ST 195

| MOD-V |

ST 195

Specifications
Stinger

ST 195

Length

18’ 8”

Beam

85”

Bottom Width

60”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

1,060 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,400 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

4 (600 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

115 hp

Fuel Capacity

19 gal

Standard Features
Note: Overhead model layout shows boat with open

Plug & play instrumentation / Passenger, driver & center seats / 2 pedestal fishing seats /

under-seat storage compartments.

4 pedestal bases / Under-seat storage / Aerated livewell / 2 rod lockers / Center storage box

Huge port rod locker for rods up to 9 feet, 6 inches

Roomy and convenient under-seat storage

Ergonomic three-person cockpit seating

ST 175 poly camo

Boats shown may include optional features.

ST 175
| MOD-V |
Prefer a mid-size fishing bo t with supersized multi-species functionality? Enter the
ST 175, which boasts a spacious 36-squarefoot bow deck and 11.75 cubic feet of storage.
An oversized rod locker, dual aerated
livewells, T-bar rod holders and Lowrance®
fis finder equip ou with an elite angling
arsenal. Pound for pound, you won’t fin
a better multi-species boat out there.

( 10

ProTrac™ hull afords a smooth and stable ride

Folding pedestal seat with swivel base

ST 175

ST 175 poly camo | ST 175

| MOD-V |

1

ST 175

Specifications

2

1 ST 175 poly camo
2 ST 175

Stinger

ST 175

Length

17’ 5”

Beam

85”

Bottom Width

60”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

995 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,101 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

4 (650 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

75 hp

Fuel Capacity

13 gal

Standard Features

Note: Overhead model layouts show boats with open

Plug & play instrumentation / Step cooler (Camo) / 2 Tempress fishing se ts (Camo) / 2 pedestal

under-seat storage compartments.

fishing se ts (175) / Under-seat storage / Trolling motor / 2 aerated livewells / 2 stern storage boxes

Generous aft casting platform

Mercury® power options up to 75 hp

Rotomolded console with soft-grip wheel

Stryker 17

Boats shown may include optional features.

Stryker 17
| MOD-V |
You won’t find a b tter value for a deckedout multi-species package than the Stryker.
The Stryker comes equipped with standard
trolling motor, fis finde , two livewells,
portside rod organizer, two deluxe pedestal
seats and your choice of Mercury® outboard.
A rugged console with tinted windshield and
soft-grip wheel, and 16-ounce, stain-resistant
carpet lend top-end quality throughout.

( 12

Dual bow pedestal seat crappie setup

Forward-console aerated livewell

Stryker 17

Stryker 17

| MOD-V |

Stryker 17

Specifications
Stryker

17

Length

17’

Beam

74”

Bottom Width

55”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

660 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,101 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

4 (600 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

60 hp

Fuel Capacity

12 gal

Standard Features
Note: Overhead model layout shows boat with open

Built-in fuel tank / Acrylic console / Plug & play instrumentation / Switch panel / 2 pedestal

under-seat storage compartments.

fishing seats / Trolling motor / Fishfinder / 2 aerated livewells

Plush console seating with fold-down middle seat

Aft livewell enhances multi-species utility

Handsome console with Lowrance® fis finde

Stryker 16

Boats shown may include optional features.

Stryker 16
| MOD-V |
Get top-line multi-species amenities at an
unbeatable value with the Stryker 16, available
with a deluxe side console or stick steering. The up-front stick steer configu ation
enhances shallow-water maneuvering. The
SS also features a stable, wide bottom and
shallow draft—ideal for backwaters. With
either setup, the Stryker 16 packs in impressive
features without hurting your wallet.

( 14

Large concealed under-seat storage

Locking rod storage (port & starboard)

Stryker 16

Stryker 16 ss | Stryker 16

| MOD-V |

1

Stryker 16 ss

Specifications

2

1 Stryker 16 ss
2 Stryker 16

Stryker

16

16 ss

Length

16’

16’

Beam

74”

74”

Bottom Width

55”

55”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

610 lb

610 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

936 lb

936 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

3 (435 lb)

3 (435 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

50 hp

50 hp

Fuel Capacity

6 gal (portable)

6 gal (portable)

Standard Features

Note: Overhead model layouts show boats with open

Acrylic console (16) / Switch panel / 12V receptacle / Passenger & driver seats (16) / 2 pedestal

under-seat storage compartments.

fishing seats / Under-seat storage / Center livewell with cushion (SS) / 2 rod lockers (SS)

Convenient center-mounted aerated livewell (SS)

Stick steer (SS) control lever mounted on port gunnel

Ergonomic stick steer with side-mount shift/throttle

Skorpion

Boats shown may include optional features.

Skorpion
| MOD-V |
The totally revamped Lowe Skorpion is the
best value in bass fishing. P emium standard
components include trolling motor, fis finde , 23-gallon livewell, spacious storage
throughout, your choice of Mercury® power, a
6-gallon portable gas tank and a bunk trailer
with swing tongue. An optional pro pole
fishing se t adds tournament-class versatility. Land bass all day with a Lowe Skorpion.

( 16

Up to 50 horses of Mercury FourStroke power

Fold-down bow pedestal seat

Skorpion

Skorpion

| MOD-V |

Skorpion

Specifications
Skorpion
Length

16’

Beam

74”

Bottom Width

55”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

610 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

936 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

3 (435 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

50 hp

Fuel Capacity

6 gal (portable)

Standard Features
Note: Overhead model layout shows boat with open

Rotomolded console / Switch panel / 12V receptacle / Navigation & bow courtesy lights /

under-seat storage compartments.

Passenger & driver seats / 2 pedestal fishing seats / Trolling motor / Livewell & baitwell

Sturdy, comfortable aft pedestal seat

Well-designed driver and passenger seats

Trolling motor with easy foot-pedal operation

Roughneck Series

| LOWE FISH BOATS 2012 |

SPORTSMAN P.20 | FRONTIER P.24

Sportsman 18

Boats shown may include optional features.

Sportsman 18
| ROUGHNECK |
No prey—on land or in water—is safe from
the Sportsman 18. A cutting-edge hunting/
fishing bo t, the Sportsman provides the
outdoorsman a spacious casting deck, an
open hunting-style side console layout and
a smooth-riding V-hull. Load your guns, rods
and gear in a massive in-floor loc er and removable rear box. Three camouflage option
allow the Sportsman 18 to blend in anywhere.
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Extra-large bow storage for tackle and gear

Mossy Oak Break-Up® camouflag

Sportsman 18

18

| ROUGHNECK |

Sportsman 18

Specifications
Sportsman

18

Length

18’

Beam

79”

Bottom Width

61”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

958 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,202 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

4 (600 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

90 hp

Fuel Capacity

24 gal

Standard Features
Note: Overhead model layout shows boat with open

Lock-track extruded gunnels / Removable rear storage box / Aerated livewell / Built-in fuel

under-seat storage compartments.

tank / Low casting deck / Full gauge array / Pedestal seat / 2-across seating with storage

Extra-long rod/gun box

Camo flip-up dri er and passenger seats

30-gallon aft aerated livewell

Sportsman 16

Boats shown may include optional features.

Sportsman 16
| ROUGHNECK |
Hunt and fish with equal p oficien y in
Lowe’s Sportsman 16. A side-console layout
afords ideal hunting sightlines, and huge
bow and aft casting areas allow you to work
the length of the boat. A cavernous locker
and huge removable storage box swallow up
all your guns, rods and gear. With standard
Deadgrass paint or optional camouflag , the
Sportsman 16 is big on stealth, too.
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Extra-large bow casting deck

Side console with tinted windshield

Sportsman 16

16

| ROUGHNECK |

Sportsman 16

Specifications
Sportsman

16

Length

16’

Beam

75”

Bottom Width

57”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

900 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,101 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

4 (600 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

60 hp

Fuel Capacity

16 gal

Standard Features
Note: Overhead model layout shows boat with open

Lock-track extruded gunnels / Removable rear storage box / Aerated livewell / Built-in fuel

under-seat storage compartments.

tank / Low casting deck / Full gauge array / Pedestal seat / 2-across seating with storage

Wide-open stern casting deck

Optional bow pedestal seat

Mercury® power options up to 60 hp

Frontier 2070 sc

Boats shown may include optional features.

Frontier 2070
| ROUGHNECK |
The rugged Frontier 2070 can handle any
job. A spacious TufDeck™-lined deck can haul
an immense amount of gear—an ATV can fi
inside comfortably. Standard features include
an aft pedestal seat base, extruded aluminum accessory receiver gunnel and baked-on
Deadgrass paint. If you prefer the grip of the
wheel, the 2070 SC features a hardy console
with recessed switches and windscreen.
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Great stability thanks to the VorTrac™ performance hull

Pedestal seat and trolling motor harness

Frontier 2070

2070 sc | 2070 tiller

| ROUGHNECK |

1

Frontier 2070

Specifications

2

1 Frontier 2070 sc
2 Frontier 2070

Frontier

2070

2070 sc

Length

20’

20’

Beam

96”

96”

Bottom Width

70”

70”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

710 lb

1,125 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,900 lb

1,840 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

7 (1,000 lb)

7 (1,100 lb)

Max. HP Capacity

75 hp

115 hp

Fuel Capacity

20 gal

20 gal

Standard Features

Note: Overhead model layouts show boats with open

Rear pedestal base (Tiller) / Receiver gunnel / Bow & stern decks with pedestal bases (SC) /

under-seat storage compartments.

Built-in fuel tank (SC) / Aerated livewell (SC) / Rod holders (SC) / Tackle organizer (SC)

Optional tiller side console

Side console with switch panel and windscreen

Effici

t, powerful standard Mercury® outboard

Frontier 1860

Boats shown may include optional features.

Frontier 1860
| ROUGHNECK |
Commercial-grade toughness—courtesy of
SuperLock™ all-aluminum construction and
TufDeck™ aluminum alloy decks—comes
standard on the Frontier 1860. Options
include custom-fit owe bunk trailer choices,
a loaded fishing pac age, and a range of
colors, including four camouflage options
The 1860 SC adds a rugged console and
camo driver and passenger seats.
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Optional camo pedestal seat

Attachable accessories on extruded gunnel

Frontier 1860

1860 sc | 1860 tiller

| ROUGHNECK |

1

Frontier 1860 sc

Specifications

2

1 Frontier 1860 sc
2 Frontier 1860

Frontier

1860

1860 sc

Length

18’

18’

Beam

85”

85”

Bottom Width

60”

60”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

601 lb

970 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,600 lb

1,552 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

6 (846 lb)

7 (950 lb)

Max. HP Capacity

60 hp

90 hp

Fuel Capacity

20 gal

20 gal

Standard Features

Note: Overhead model layouts show boats with open

Rear pedestal base (Tiller) / Receiver gunnel / Bow & stern decks with pedestal bases (SC) /

under-seat storage compartments.

Built-in fuel tank (SC) / Fuel gauge (SC) / Aerated livewell (SC) / Rod holders (SC)

Trolling motor plug-in

Optional accessory tray

Intuitive Mercury® tiller control

Frontier 1756

Boats shown may include optional features.

Frontier 1756
| ROUGHNECK |
The built-tough Frontier 1756 boasts a
remarkable amount of storage space thanks
to an open layout and 80-inch beam. Custom
paint choices include standard Deadgrass or
hand-applied camo options, including Mossy
Oak Shadow Grass®, Mossy Oak Break-Up®
and RealTree® Hardwood. Crappie anglers
gain a serious edge with the SC’s bow casting deck with optional two-across seating.
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Optional camo bow pedestal seat

Effici

t Mercury® outboard and camo bench seat

Frontier 1756

1756 sc | 1756 tiller

| ROUGHNECK |

1

Frontier 1756 sc

Specifications

2

1 Frontier 1756 sc
2 Frontier 1756

Frontier

1756

1756 sc

Length

16’ 10”

20’

Beam

80”

96”

Bottom Width

56”

70”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

545 lb

730 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,151 lb

1,260 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

5 (650 lb)

5 (700 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

50 hp

75 hp

Fuel Capacity

Portable

20 gal

Standard Features

Note: Overhead model layouts show boats with open

Aluminum floor / Rear pedestal base (Tiller) / Receiver gunnel / Bow & stern decks with

under-seat storage compartments.

pedestal bases (SC) / Built-in fuel tank (SC) / Navigation lights (SC) / Aerated livewell (SC)

Large open deck for accommodating all your gear

Carry-on fuel tank

Intuitive, responsive tiller control

Frontier 1650

Boats shown may include optional features.

Frontier 1650
| ROUGHNECK |
Rugged, dependable and versatile, the
Frontier 1650 is a true workhorse. SuperLock™
construction lends toughness, but a slew of
options makes the 1650 far more than a work
boat. Amp things up with the Fish Package,
which adds a pedestal seat, battery tray,
navigation lights and trolling motor harness.
Select the 1650 SC for big-boat helm control
in an outstanding jon boat package.
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Huge forward console livewell (SC)

Rugged and secure livewell hatch

Frontier 1650

1650 sc | 1650 tiller

| ROUGHNECK |

1

Frontier 1650 sc

Specifications

2

1 Frontier 1650 sc
2 Frontier 1650

Frontier

1650

1650 sc

Length

16’

16’

Beam

74”

74”

Bottom Width

50”

50”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

460 lb

680 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,000 lb

1,001 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

4 (550 lb)

4 (500 lb)

Max. HP Capacity

40 hp

60 hp

Fuel Capacity

Portable

Portable

Standard Features

Note: Overhead model layouts show boats with open

Aluminum floor / Rear pedestal base (Tiller) / Receiver gunnel / Bow & stern decks with

under-seat storage compartments.

pedestal bases (SC) / Navigation lights (SC) / Aerated livewell (SC) / 4 cleats (SC)

Inner-gunnel rod rack

Bench seat with storage underneath

Sturdy console with camo paint option

Frontier 1546

Boats shown may include optional features.

Frontier 1546
| ROUGHNECK |
Throw out your old notions of what a jon
boat can do. The Frontier 1546’s capabilities
outpace its size. Haul equipment in its spacious, TufDeck™-lined interior; deck it out
with one of three camouflage options, loa
up your gear and hunt with abandon; or add
the Fish Package and prepare to snare whoppers all day long. The Lowe Frontier 1546
packs versatility in spades.
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Optional bow pedestal seat

Spacious, wide-open deck layout

Frontier 1546

1546 tiller

| ROUGHNECK |

Frontier 1546

Specifications
Frontier

1546

Length

15’ 1”

Beam

70”

Bottom Width

46”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

290

Max. Weight Capacity

825 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

4 (500 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

25 hp

Fuel Capacity

Portable

Standard Features
Note: Overhead model layout shows boat with open

Aluminum floor / Rear pedestal base / Receiver gunnel / Heavy-duty transom knee brace /

under-seat storage compartments.

Extruded center keel with formed-in keels / Transom drain plug / Aluminum transom

Easy tiller control and optional aft pedestal seat

Dedicated compartment for carry-on fuel tank

Mercury® power options up to 25 hp

Frontier 1860 cc

Boats shown may include optional features.

Frontier CC
| ROUGHNECK |
Lowe knows some outdoorsmen prefer the
toughness of a jon boat with the premium
control of a center-console helm. Lowe’s
Frontier CCs bring these unique elements
together. The deluxe console features a
recessed switch panel, grab rail, windscreen,
folding driver’s seat and forward passenger
seat. A huge rod/gun locker and livewell
make a Frontier CC the total package.
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Bow pedestal seat and MotorGuide® trolling motor

Center console with forward fi ed seat

Frontier CC

2070 cc | 1860 cc

| ROUGHNECK |

1

Frontier 2070 cc

Specifications

2

1 Frontier 2070 cc
2 Frontier 1860 cc

Frontier CC

1860

2070

Length

18’

20’

Beam

85”

96”

Bottom Width

60”

70”

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

950 lb

1,110 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,552 lb

1,840 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

7 (950 lb)

7 (1,100 lb)

Max. hp Capacity

90 hp

115 hp

Fuel Capacity

20 gal

20 gal

Standard Features

Note: Overhead model layouts show boats with open

Aluminum floor & sides / enter console with recessed switches & windscreen / Bow & stern decks

under-seat storage compartments.

with pedestal bases / Built-in fuel tank / Aerated livewell / Padded bench driver’s seat / Rod holders

Spacious stern casting deck

Great casting positions from bow to stern

Ergonomic console for standing or seated operation

Anglers

A160S – A1257

A160S

A160T

A1467
A1667WT

For ultimate utility and top-notch value, look no further than Lowe’s Angler and Riveted
Jon lines. Angler utility-Vs provide serious bang for your buck—from the deluxe A160T
and A160S models to the rest of the roomy and built-tough Anglers. Lowe’s high-quality
Riveted Jons boast 5052-H34 aluminum alloy, durable acrylic enamel and heavy-duty
construction throughout, for timeless ruggedness and dependability.
A1667

Specifications
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Angler

A1667

A1667WT

A160T

A160S

Length

16’

16’

16’ 1”

16’ 1”

Beam

67”

67”

75”

75”

Ribs

14

14

N/A

N/A

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

275 lb

440 lb

661 lb

711 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,202 lb

1,153 lb

1,123 lb

1,123 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

5 (1,153 lb)

5 (1,153 lb)

5 (705 lb)

5 (715 lb)

Max. HP Capacity

30 hp

30 hp

25 hp

40 hp

Hull Gauge

.072”

.072”

.090”

.090”

Angler

A1467

A1467WT

A1457

A1257

Length

13’ 11”

13’ 11”

13’ 11”

12’ 1”

Beam

67”

67”

57”

57”

Ribs

12

12

7

7

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

235 lb

377 lb

144 lb

128 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

985 lb

1,058 lb

702 lb

602 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

5 (660 lb)

5 (640 lb)

4 (500 lb)

3 (400 lb)

Max. HP Capacity

25 hp

25 hp

10 hp

10 hp

Hull Gauge

.072”

.072”

.050”

.050”

A1467WT

A1467

A1457

A1257

Riveted Jons
L1852MT – L1032

L1852MT

L1448M

L1436

L1652MT

L1448

L1236

L1648M

L1440M

L1232

L1648

L1436L

L1032

Specifications
Riveted Jons

L1852MT

L1652MT

L1648M

L1648

L1448M

L1448

L1440M

L1436L

Length

18’

15’ 10”

15’ 10”

15’ 10”

14’

14’

14’

14’

Beam

75”

70”

70”

70”

70”

70”

59”

57”

Ribs

10

9

9

9

7

7

8

8

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

475 lb

450 lb

275 lb

275 lb

260 lb

260 lb

208 lb

145 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

1,375 lb

1,216 lb

973 lb

973 lb

825 lb

825 lb

780 lb

552 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

6 (815 lb)

5 (715 lb)

5 (555 lb)

5 (555 lb)

4 (500 lb)

4 (500 lb)

3 (455 lb)

3 (350 lb)

Max. HP Capacity

45 hp

50 hp

35 hp

35 hp

25 hp

25 hp

20 hp

15 hp

Hull Gauge

.072”

.072”

.072”

.072”

.072”

.072”

.064”

.050”

Available Options
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Riveted Jons

L1436

L1236

L1232

L1032

Length

14’

11’ 11”

11’ 10”

10’

Beam

57”

56”

48”

48”

T = Tall Transom (20”)

Ribs

8

6

3

2

S = Side Console

Approx. Basic Hull Weight

145 lb

140 lb

90 lb

80 lb

Max. Weight Capacity

552 lb

527 lb

335 lb

275 lb

Max. Person Capacity (Weight)

3 (350 lb)

5 (640 lb)

2 (295 lb)

2 (180 lb)

Max. HP Capacity

15 hp

10 hp

3 hp

3 hp

Hull Gauge

.064”

.050”

.050”

.050”

All specifi ations subject to change. Lowe Boats reserves the
right to discontinue models or change specifi ations, materials,
color or design at any time without incurring obligations.
Some models are shown with optional features. All boats
meet or exceed United States Coast Guard and Canadian
Coast Guard regulations and National Marine Manufacturers
Association certifi ation standards.

Available Options

Mod-V Features & Options
All Mod-V models are NMMA certified, all welded and feature extruded gunnels, all-aluminum transoms, stainless steel
bow & stern eyes, all-stainless steel fasteners, and 16-ounce marine carpet (except on ST 175 Poly Camo). All Stinger and
Stinger HP models feature all-aluminum floo s and decks, mooring cleats, and bow deck non-skid mats. All Skorpion and
Stryker models feature ProTrac™ mod-V hulls, rounded and formed-in keels, and Tuf-Dek™ aluminum floor line .

MotorGuide® trolling motor

Aerated livewell

Optional chrome steering wheel

Crappie seats setup

Lowrance® fis finde

Flip-up console seats

Side rod storage

In-deck cooler

Heavy-duty pedestal fishing se t

Color Options

Mod-V
1
2
3
4
5

1

2

3

4

Blue
Red
Black
Silver
White

5

Skorpion/Stryker - Standard aluminum
Contact your local dealer for information regarding features for specific models.
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• = Standard O = Optional * = With dual aerated pumps
† = With center storage box — = Not Available ** = Centered and cushioned
Plug & Play Instruments Key: TC=Tach, SP=Speed, FL=Fuel, TR=Trim, VT=Volt

| Mod-V 2012 Lineup |
Stinger Stinger
18HP
17HP

Construction
Heavy-duty extruded 1-piece keel
Rounded, formed-in running strakes
High-performance pad hull
All-aluminum welded grid stringer system
Extruded, extra-strength ribs
Rough Liner™ spray-in floorin
Built-in fuel tank
Compartment for portable fuel tank
Pedestal seat bases
Bow fishing dec
Stern fishing dec
Transom saver
Transom riser
Mooring cover
Seating
Passenger/driver seats
Passenger grab handle
Center seat
Full camo bench seat
Tempress fishing se ts
Pedestal fishing se t
Pro Pole fishing se t
Console & Electrical
Acrylic console
Rotomolded console
Plug & play instrumentation
Switch panel
12V receptacle/12V accessory wiring to bow
Navigation lights w/bow courtesy light
Bilge pump & aerator pump
Hydraulic tilt steering
Tilt steering
Chrome steering wheel
Digital trolling motor
Dual bank battery charger
Fishing & Storage
MotorGuide® trolling motor
Trolling motor harness (12/24V, 8-gauge wire)
Lowrance® fis finde
Aerated livewell(s)
Baitwell(s)
Rod locker(s)
Port rod holders w/organizer for 4 rods
Stern battery storage
Stern storage box(es)
Under-seat storage
Rear tackle organizers
Bow storage
Step cooler
Trailer
Painted bunk trailer w/swing tongue
Galvanized trailer w/swing tongue
Galvanized trailer w/swing tongue & vinyl bunks
Spare tire

ST
195

ST 175
Poly Camo

ST
175

Stryker Stryker Stryker Skorpion
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NOTE: These are just some of the features and options available. Please see www.loweboats.com for more information. Every effort was made to ensure that this
information was accurate at the time of printing. Lowe Boats assumes no responsibilities for errors in type or in print.

Roughneck Features & Options
All Roughnecks are NMMA certified, all welded and come with heavy-duty aluminum TufDeck™ floo s and decks. All Frontiers
are built with aluminum transoms, transom drain plugs, pressed-in cross rib construction, heavy-duty receiver gunnels and
transom knee braces, and extruded, formed-in center keels. Sportsmans are built with extruded extra-strength ribs, lock-track
extruded gunnels, stainless steel bow and stern eyes, mooring cleats, and rounded, formed-in running strakes.

Portable fuel storage

Pedestal fishing se t

Camo seat assembly

Camo flip-up onsole seats

Aerated livewell

Gunnel accessory attachment

MotorGuide® trolling motor

Locking console storage

Side rod locker

Color Options

Roughneck & ST 175 Poly Camo
1
2
3
4
5

1

2

3

4

Poly texture treatment is available for all color options on these models.
Contact your local dealer for information regarding features for specific models.
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5

Reelfoot® Grassland
Reelfoot River Bottom
Mossy Oak® Break-Up
Mossy Oak Shadow Grass
Deadgrass

| Roughneck 2012 Lineup |

• = Standard O = Optional F = Included in Fish Package
— = Not Available E = Electric

Sportsman
18
16
Construction
Bow deck w/pin pedestal base & storage
Stern deck w/pin pedestal base
Low casting deck
Rear pedestal base
Built-in fuel tank
Fuel gauge
4 cleats
Rough Liner™ spray-in floor line
Transducer bracket
Transom saver
Jet modific tion (remove partial center strake)
Seating
2 seats (driver & passenger)
Bench padded driver’s seat
2-across seating w/storage boxes
Pedestal fishing se t
Tempress seat assembly
Console & Electrical
Center console w/recessed switches & windscreen
Side console w/steering & windshield
Side console w/recessed switches
Side console w/steering cable & motor pre-rig
Gauges (tach, fuel, speed & trim)
12V power outlet
Dual bank battery charger
Navigation lighting
Removable anchor light
Bilge pump
Fishing & Storage
MotorGuide® trolling motor
Trolling motor harness
Lowrance® fis finde
Aerated livewell
Rod holders
Front tackle organizer
Removable rear storage box
Lock Track shotgun shell holder
Lock Track tree clamp
Gun box
Rod locker
Battery tray
Trailer
Painted bunk trailer w/swing tongue
Galvanized bunk trailer w/swing tongue
Galvanized bunk trailer w/swing tongue & vinyl bunks
Spare tire

Frontier Frontier Frontier Frontier Frontier Frontier Frontier Frontier Frontier Frontier Frontier
2070 cc 2070 sc 2070 1860 cc 1860 sc 1860 1756 sc 1756 1650 sc 1650
1546
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*Boat can come with gun box or rod locker but not both.
NOTE: These are just some of the features and options available. Please see www.loweboats.com for more information. Every effort was made to ensure that this
information was accurate at the time of printing. Lowe Boats assumes no responsibilities for errors in type or in print.
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SECURE CHOICE
To truly relax and enjoy your time on the water, you need to be confident that you have the right insurance.
Boater’s Choice is one of the most respected names in boat insurance, offering broad coverage at competitive rates.
And you have our guarantee that should you have a claim, our professionals can be reached 24/7 to assist you
with prompt, professional and courteous service.

Exclusive Offer For Lowe Owners
Boater’s Choice is offering an additional $500 worth
of fishing equipment coverage free of charge.*
* Offer available only on OneBeacon Policies. Underwriting restrictions apply.

For a no obligation quote, give us a call today.

1-800-768-2121 | 888-770-BOAT (2628)
www.boaterschoiceinsurance.com

